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Introduction

Takanawa Bukkyō University (Takanawa Bukkyō Daigaku 高輪仏教大学) 
was a Shin sect Honganji branch (Nishi Honganji) institute of higher education 
established in April 1902 (Meiji 35) in Tokyo. The university's faculty included 
Takakusu Junjirō 高楠順次郎  (1866-1945), Sakurai Gichō 桜井義肇  (1868-
1926), and Umehara Tōru 梅原融 (1865-1907), all of whom were graduates of 
the branch’s Futsū Kyōkō 普通教校 and central members of the Hanseikai 反省

会 (lit. Reflection Association, En. Temperance Association). Takanawa Bukkyō 
University inherited Futsū Kyōkō’s approach to education and became a hub for the 
Honganji branch’s progressive faction. When the university was founded, its faculty 
led the establishment of the International Buddhist Young Men's Association 
(Bankoku Bukkyō Seinen Rengōkai 万国仏教青年連合会). In 1902 and 1903, the 
association joined forces with various Buddhist youth associations both inside and 
outside of Japan, established branches in Australia, Hong Kong, Guangdong, and 
Penang, amongst other locations, as well as published a magazine in both English 
and Japanese. It engaged in a global set of activities. However, it appears that the 
association’s activities were short-lived as a result of the university being forced 
to close in 1904 (Meiji 37) after coming into conflict with the Honganji branch’s 
conservative faction.

Takanawa Bukkyō University was one of the predecessors of Ryukoku 
University, and thus scholarship on it has primarily been carried out by individuals 
affiliated with the latter. It appears in, for example, Ryūkoku daigaku sanbyaku nenshi 
龍谷大学三百年史 (300 Year History of Ryukoku University; 1939) and Ryūkoku 
daigaku sanbyaku gojū nenshi 龍谷大学三百五十年史 通史編 (350 Year History of 
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Ryukoku University: Diachronic History, vol. 1; 2000).1 In such research the path 
from the university’s founding in 1902 (Meiji 35) to its closing in 1904 (Meiji 37) 
is seen as another instance of the conflict between the branch’s progressive and 
conservative factions that also played out at Futsū Kyōkō and Bungakuryō 文
学寮 (another Honganji branch educational institution). However, despite the 
International Buddhist Young Men’s Association having been founded at Takanawa 
Bukkyō University, these studies do not cover its activities in depth; it is only 
pointed out that it picked up where Futsū Kyōkō’s Buddhist Propagation Society 
(Kaigai Senkyōkai 海外宣教会, est. 1887) left off.2 Thus, in this paper I will discuss 
the organization itself and its activities, primarily using materials that have not 
been adequately examined in previous scholarship such as Bankoku Bukkyō seinen 
rengōkai kaihō 万国仏教青年連合会会報 (Bulletin of the International Buddhist 
Young Men's Association)3 and Takanawa gakuhō 高輪学報 (Takanawa School 
Bulletin).4

In recent years, with the publication of Nakanishi Naoki and Yoshinaga 
Shin’ichi’s Bukkyō kokusai nettowāku no genryū: kaigai senkyōkai (1888 nen - 1893 
nen) no hikari to kage 仏教国際ネットワークの源流――海外宣教会(1888年～1893
年)の光と影 (The Origins of Buddhism’s International Networks: The Buddhist 
Propagation Society's Light and Shadows), the internationalization of Japanese 
Buddhism during the late 1880s and 1990s, in which the Buddhist Propagation 
Society played a major and pioneering role, is becoming clear. However, research 
on subsequent related developments has not progressed. It is my hope that by 
focusing on Takanawa Bukkyō University’s International Buddhist Young Men’s 
Association, which as mentioned above was in many ways the successor to the 
Buddhist Propagation Society, can contribute to our understanding of international 
Buddhist networks at the turn of the twentieth century.

1. See “Bukkyō daigaku oyobi tōsai bunritsu” 仏教大学及び東西分立 (Bukkyō University 
and the East [Honganji]-West [Honganji] Split) in Ryūkoku Daigaku 1939; “Shūmon 
kyōiku no tenkai” 宗門教育の展開 (The Development of Sectarian Education) in 
Honganji Shiryō Kenkyūsho 1969; Akamatsu 2000; Mōri 1974; and Tatsudani 2005.

2. Only in Akamatsu 2000 (821-822) does one find a brief mention of the International 
Buddhist Young Men’s Association as the successor to the Buddhist Propagation 
Society. It states that the association was short-lived due to the closing of Takanawa 
Bukkyō University that resulted from problems surrounding the school’s academic 
approach.

3. Held at Bukkyō University Library.
4. Held at Ryukoku University’s Omiya Library.
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1. The founding of Takanawa Bukkyō University

First I will provide an overview of the circumstances by which Takanawa 
Bukkyō University was founded in Tokyo.5 

Due to the revision of the Honganji’s School Regulations (Gakkō jōrei 学校条

例), in 1900 (Meiji 33), Bukkyō University (Bukkyō Daigaku 仏教大学), Bukkyō 
High School (Bukkyō Kōtō Chūgaku 仏教高等中学), and Bukkyō middle schools 
(Bukkyō chūgaku 仏教中学) were established. In June of the same year, Bukkyō 
High School moved to Takanawa, Shiba 芝 ward, Tokyo city (currently Takanawa, 
Minato Ward, Tokyo Metropolitan Area) from Kyoto. The next year, a Bukkyō 
middle school also moved to Takanawa, and a branch campus of Bukkyō University 
was established there. There were some Honganji individuals that opposed these 
moves. However, as the capital Tokyo was the center of Japan’s civilization, these 
plans were carried out on the grounds that it was a good educational environment 
for raising priests that could respond to a new era. It appears that the support of the 
twenty-first Nishi Honganji abbot Ōtani Kōson 大谷光尊 (Myōnyo 明如) played a 
considerable role.6 

In 1902 (Meiji 35) the Honganji headquarters again revised its school 
regulations, and its educational system came to be comprised of Bukkyō University 
and five middle schools throughout the country. Takanawa’s Bukkyō Middle School 
was renamed Daiichi Bukkyō Middle School (Daiichi Bukkyō Chūgaku 第一仏教中

学). In April of the same year, Bukkyō University was split into two schools, one in 
Kyoto and one in Tokyo: Bukkyō Senmon University  (Bukkyō Senmon Daigaku 仏
教専門大学) and Takanawa Bukkyō University. Bukkyō University's branch campus 
in Takanawa thereby closed, and at the same site Takanawa Bukkyō University 
opened.

In this way, Ryukoku University's precursor Bukkyō University was divided into 
two universities in 1902. While they were both from the same branch of the Shin 
sect, there were considerable differences in their academic styles. Kyoto's Bukkyō 
Senmon University was centered on sectarian studies lectures. It emphasized the 
kind of priestly education that had been carried out since early modern times. On 
the other hand, Tokyo's Takanawa Bukkyō University provided a wide education 
that focused on new, secular subjects, such as philosophy, natural history, physics, 
chemistry, law, and sociology. A particular emphasis was placed on English. The 
school also attached importance to journals, a popular form of media at the time. 
Sakurai Gichō and Umehara Tōru, who were involved in the editing of Hanseikai 

5. See footnote 1.
6. Chūō Gakuin Rokujū Nenshi Hensan Iinkai 1963: 46.
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zasshi 反省会雑誌 (lit, Ref lection Association Journal, En. The Temperance; 
subsequently renamed Hansei zasshi and then Chūō kōron 中央公論 / Central 
Review), were in charge of the writing and composition classes. 

Takanawa Bukkyō University inherited the progressive and international 
academic style of the Honganji branch’s Futsū Kyōkō and Bungakuryō. Its teachers 
were the main members of Hanseikai, including its president Sakō Egan 酒生慧眼 
and teachers Takakusu Junjirō, Sakurai Gichō, and Umehara Tōru.7 Other teachers 
included the Honganji school's Maeda Eun 前田慧雲 (1857-1930), Shimaji Mokurai 
島地黙雷 (1838-1911), Shimaji Daitō 島地大等, and Tsumaki Jikiryō 妻木直良 
(1873-1934). The philosopher of religion Hatano Seiichi 波多野精一 (1877-1950), 
the English literature scholar Ueda Bin 上田敏 (1874-1916), the English-language 
reporter for Yorozu chōhō 万朝報 (Comprehensive Morning News) Shiba Teikichi 斯
波貞吉 (1869-1939), and the Christian minister and animal welfare advocate Hiroi 
Tatsutarō 広井辰太郎 (1876-1952) also taught classes. Students of the university 
included Uno Enkū 宇野円空 (1885-1949), Ashikaga Jōen 足利浄円 (1878-1960), 
and Nakai Gendō 中井玄道 (1878-1945). The founder of the beverage company 
Calpis (North American brand name Calpico) Mishima Kaiun 三島海雲 (1878-
1974) also studied there for a period of time.

2. The International Buddhist Young Men’s Association’s 
international Buddhist network

2-1. Connection to Hanseikai and the Buddhist Propagation Society

In 1899 (Meiji 32), Hanseikai’s organ Hansei zasshi was moved to Tokyo in 
order to acquire new readers and was renamed Chūō kōron at the suggestion of 
Takakusu Junjirō. Around this time many Hanseikai members went to Tokyo as 
well. From around when it was decided that Takanawa Bukkyō University would 
be established in Tokyo, these individuals led discussions within Tokyo’s Bukkyō 
University alumni association, which was comprised of graduates from Futsū Kyōkō 
and Bungakuryō, regarding launching the International Buddhist Young Men’s 
Association. In this way it appears that the association arose out of Futsū Kyōkō’s 
Buddhist Propagation Society.

The Buddhist Propagation Society had its roots in the Western Buddhist 
Correspondence Association (Ōbei Bukkyō Tsūshinkai 欧米仏教通信会), which 
like-minded teachers and students at the Futsū Kyōkō launched in 1887 (Meiji 
20) to communicate and exchange Buddhism-related publications with overseas 
individuals.8 In the January 1888 (Meiji 21) issue (no. 2) of Hanseikai zasshi, 

7. See Iwata 2016.
8. On the Buddhist Propagation Society, see Nakanishi and Yoshinaga 2015.
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the Correspondence Association published an article entitled “Report from the 
Western Buddhist Correspondence Association” (Ōbei Bukkyō tsushinkai hō 欧
米仏教通信会報), which received an overwhelming response. The association then 
expanded, and turned into the Buddhist Propagation Society. It published one of 
the earliest English-language Buddhist journals Bijou of Asia, which was sent to a 
total of 207 places in the United States, England, India, France, Italy, Russia, and 
so on. It gave rise to what could be called a “Western Buddhist craze,” the primarily 
medium of which was journals. For example, they published the domestic journal 
Kaigai Bukkyō jijō 海外仏教事情 (State of Overseas Buddhism), which featured 
correspondence with Western “Buddhists” (who were in reality Theosophists). This 
craze peaked in 1889 (Meiji 22), when the “white Buddhist” Henry Steel Olcott 
(1832-1907) was brought to Japan. While the Buddhist Propagation Society 
gained many members even outside of the Honganji branch, it ceased to exist in the 
mid-1890s.9 

However, at the turn of the twentieth century the International Young Men 
Buddhist Association picked up where the Buddhist Propagation Society left off. 
While the Futsū Kyōkō’s Buddhist Propagation Society was closely related to 
Hanseikai, it appears that the likes of Takakusu Junjirō and Sakurai Gichō—who 
were central members of Hanseikai and involved in the publication of Bijou of Asia 
and The Hansei Zasshi (the English-language version of Hansei zasshi)—being 
present at the university also played a considerable role in the launching of the 
International Young Men's Buddhist Association.10

Nakanishi Naoki characterizes the Buddhist Propagation Society as having 
(1) aimed to create a unified supra-sectarian Japanese Buddhism, (2) sought to 
form connections and cooperate with Buddhists overseas, and (3) seen the reform 
of Japanese Buddhism as being inseparable from overseas propagation.11 As I will 
discuss below, these were also distinguishing characteristics of the International 
Buddhist Young Men's Association.

2-2. The launch of the International Buddhist Young Men’s Association

Shortly after Takanawa Bukkyō University opened in 1902 (Meiji 35), the 
International Buddhist Young Men's Association was formed at the school. In this 
section I will provide an overview of the circumstances that led to this.

The association’s founding was announced when Angarika Dharmapala (1864-
1933), who was visiting Japan, came to Takanawa Bukkyō University to give 

9. See Yoshinaga 2015.
10. Kōnen 1968: 366-367.
11. Nakanishi 2015.
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a speech on May 16th, 1902 (Meiji 35). Subsequently, on September 23rd, its 
inauguration ceremony was held at the university’s auditorium. At the event, 
Sakurai Gichō gave a speech in which he described the activities of the Futsū 
Kyōkō's Buddhist Propagation Society, highlighted the activities of Takanawa 
Bukkyō University graduates who were engaged in missionary work (such as 
Nakai Gendō), explained why cooperation between young Buddhists throughout 
the world is important, and asserted that Takanawa Bukkyō University was 
in an advantageous position to act as a medium for this cooperation.12 Then, 
Dhammaloka (1856-1914), an Irishman who had become a Burmese Buddhist 
monk, gave a speech in English.13 Additionally, Shimaji Mokurai—who had been 
the head of the Buddhist Propagation Society—was installed as the head of the 
association, and its “Declaration” and rules were released. In the former, one finds 
the following:

Many kinds of intellectuals in the world who today are tired of material civilization’s 
evils and starving due to a lack of spiritual culture are becoming Buddhists. Now, it 
is the ideal of us young Buddhists to want to spread the good words of the Buddha 
to all countries and all races as a twentieth century world religion. There are many 
Buddhist countries in the world. However, many are in an inactive coma and a 
diseased state enveloped with superstition. While it might be said that the Far 
East island [of Japan] is imperially arrogant, we believe that we are the awakeners 
of Asia. Is it not true that of the Buddhists of Asia, we are the only ones who can 
be religious awakeners? Along with awakening these Asian Buddhists internally, 
we also have the external responsibility to proclaim the truth to the world. The 
International Buddhist Young Men's Association is intended to be the first step in 
order to realize this kind of ideal. In short, through this, a chain of the Buddhists 
scattered throughout the world will be formed, and we will aim to unify and reform 
it; we want to as one group greet the powers of the world with the lion's roar [of the 
Buddha's teachings]. Fellows in belief and aspiration in Asia, America, Europe, and 
elsewhere! This is our wish. Agree with our aims, join together, and advance towards 
[this] dream of flourishing. We respectfully seek your approval.14

This “Declaration” argues that it is necessary to propagate as a “twentieth century 
world religion” the teachings of Buddhism, and that in order to do so association 
members must both cooperate with the Buddhists scattered throughout the world 
in places such as Asia, the United States, and Europe as well as “reform” Asian 
Buddhism, which is “in an inactive coma” and a “diseased state enveloped with 
superstition.” They describe their position as “awakeners” who represent the young 

12. Takanawa gakuhō 12 (October 1902).
13. On Dhammaloka, see Bocking 2010.
14. Bankoku Bukkyō seinen rengōkai kaihō 1
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Buddhists of Asia, and state that it is the responsibility of Japan as the leader of Asia 
to share the truth of Buddhism in the world.

2-3. The association's activities

Here I will concretely discuss the association’s activities, which have not been 
covered in previous scholarship. I will do so by using articles from the two issues 
that exist of the Bankoku Bukkyō seinen rengōkai kaihō, which were published in 
April and October 1903.

The association sent its “Declaration” and rules that had been released at the 
inauguration ceremony on September 23, 1902 (Meiji 35) to other organizations 
and institutions, seeking members. Twelve youth Buddhist organizations joined: 
those at Nishi Honganji ’s Fukui Daini Bukkyō Middle School (Fukui Daini 
Bukkyō Chūgaku 福井第二仏教中学) and Hiroshima Daiyon Bukkyō Middle 
School (Hiroshima Daiyon Bukkyō Chūgaku 広島第四仏教中学), Higashi 
Honganji's Heishinkai 丙申会 (based out of Shinshū University / 真宗大学), the 
San Francisco Buddhist Young Men’s Association (head: Hori Kentoku 堀謙徳), 
Seattle Buddhist Young Men's Association (head: Nakai Gendō), Hawaii Buddhist 
Young Men's Association (head: Imamura Emyō 今村恵猛), The Society for 
Promoting Buddhism Mandalay, and so on. Many influential figures even outside 
of the Honganji branch joined as special members, including Inoue Enryō 井上円

了 (1858-1919), Watanabe Kaigyoku 渡辺海旭 (1872-1933), Murakami Senshō 村
上専精 (1851-1929), Nanjō Bun’yū 南条文雄 (1849-1927), Chikazumi Jōkan 近角

常観 (1870-1941), Ōuchi Seiran 大内青巒 (1845-1918), Paul Carus (1852-1919), 
Dharmapala, and Dhammaloka. Over 320 people joined as normal members.

Subsequently, the Theosophist Letitia Jephson, who was residing in 
Queensland, Australia, donated ¥5 to express her support for the association’s 
aims, and it was decided that a chapter of the International Buddhist Young Men's 
Association would be established in Australia. In December 1902 (Meiji 35), due 
to the efforts of association member Takata Seigan 高田栖岸 (dates unknown), 
branches were created in Hong Kong, Guangdong, and Penang, British Malaya 
(present-day Malaysia). Takata was a Shin priest from Fukuoka who was engaging 
in missionary activities in Hong Kong and Guangdong, amongst other places. It 
appears that he also supported Sun Wen's 孫文 republican revolution in China 
along with Uchida Ryōhei 内田良平.15 These branches’ members included Ōtsuka 
Renzō 大塚錬蔵 (head of the Hong Kong branch), Matsuoka Kōichi 松岡好一 
(head of the Guangdong branch), and Tsuno Zekū 津野是空 (head of the Penang 

15. Kokuryūkai 1936: 292-293. The proselytization activities of Takata Seigan in Hong 
Kong are also discussed in Kojima 2004.
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branch). Matsuoka Kōichi appears to have been the individual (1865-1921) who 
charged the Mitsubishi Takashima Coal Mine with mistreating its workers in the 
magazine Nihonjin 日本人 (Japanese) and had a debate with Inukai Tsuyoshi 犬
養毅: in 1901 (Meiji 34) this Matsuoka became a teacher at Guangdong’s Shiman 
School (Siman Hoktong 時敏学堂) and had lived in Guangdong since then.16 Details 
such as the circumstances surrounding him becoming an association member and 
the activities he engaged in at its Guangdong branch are unclear. Around this time, 
Takakusu Junjirō was requested by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to establish the 
Nikka Gakudō 日華学堂 (Japanese-Chinese School). This school accepted exchange 
students from China, and Takakusu taught there along with Sakurai Gichō and 
Umehara Tōru. Perhaps this formed the background to the association's expansion 
to Asia.17

In April 1903 (Meiji 36), the first issue of the International Buddhist Young 
Men’s Association’s English-Japanese bulletin Bankoku Bukkyō seinen rengōkai kaihō 
was published. Therein, one finds English translations of Japanese research on 
Buddhism, such as Maeda Eun’s “A Result of My Study on the Opinion Mahāyāna 
is Not Buddha's Direct Teaching” (translation of his article “Daijō hibussetsu ni 
kansuru kou” 大乗非仏説に関する考.)18 Furthermore, it is also mentioned that 
Paul Carus wrote a letter to the association stating that he wished to introduce its 
activities in his quarterly journal The Monist and monthly journal The Open Court.19 

On May 12th of the same year, the association’s second general meeting was held 
in Takanawa Bukkyō University’s auditorium. “Chapman” gave a talk on religion in 
America, and P. C. Mozoomdar (1840-1905)20 from the India-Japan Club (Nichiin 
Kurabu 日印倶楽部)21 gaze a speech. Then, Chikazumi Jōkan gave a talk on the 
history and development of Christian young men’s associations, and declared to his 
audience that Buddhist young men’s associations should be similarly energetic in 
their activities. During this event members Tomioka Hiromichi 豊岡博通 (of the 

16. Kokuryūkai 1936: 715-716.
17. Shibata 2013.
18. Bankoku Bukkyō seinen rengōkai kaihō 1.
19. Ibid.
20. Mozoomdar was a central figure in the Brahmo Samaj and also spoke at the Chicago 

World’s Parliament of Religions.
21. In September 1902 (Meiji 35), based on the proposal of more than twenty Japanese 

(including Nanjō Bun’yū, Takakusu Junjirō, Sakurai Gichō, and Hirai Kinza 平井

金三), the Japan-India Club was formed with Indians residing in Japan. This was the 
beginning of the Japan-India Association (Nichiin Kyōkai 日印協会). See Nichiin 
Kyōkai 1920: 3. There is also some information on the path from the launching of the 
Japan-India Club to the establishment of the Japan-India Association in Tsuchiya 2010
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Jōdoshū Koshūin 浄土宗講習院 / Jōdo Sect Institute), and Kimura Taiken 木村泰

賢 (Sōtōshū Wayūkai 曹洞宗和融会 / Sōtō Sect Wayū Association)22 also expressed 
their hopes and opinions regarding the association.

At the International Buddhist Young Men’s Association’s June 15th, 1903 
(Meiji 36) council meeting, it was voted to build in Tokyo the Bukkyō Kaikan 仏
教会館 (Buddhism Hall). It would serve as a lodging facility for overseas Buddhists 
who came to Japan, and a major hub to promote of cooperation between Buddhists 
from inside and outside Japan. In order to gather the necessary building funds 
(¥30,000), it was decided to give speeches throughout Japan during the university’s 
summer break period and that the university’s faculty and staff would each donate 
at least ¥1,000. Several days later a branch meeting was held at Takanawa Bukkyō 
University. Teachers Sakō Egan and Sakurai Gichō argued that Bukkyō Kaikan 
was necessary to advance the activities of the association, and asked students to 
cooperate. Thus the university’s teachers and students gave speeches throughout 
Japan during their summer break to gather the necessary funds. Imamura Emyō 
(1867-1932), an association member and Buddhist missionary who was back in 
Japan temporarily from Hawaii, also participated. The association published in 
October 1903 (Meiji 36) the second issue of its bulletin. However, no more issues 
were published, and thus details regarding its subsequent activities are unknown.

We can see that while the Buddhist Propagation Society was focused on 
spreading Buddhism through textual media such as The Bijou of Asia, the 
International Buddhist Young Men’s Association emphasized propagation 
activities that made use of its organizational power, joining forces with domestic 
and international Buddhist youth associations, building Bukkyō Kaikan, holding 
speech meetings (enzetsukai 演説会), and establishing branches elsewhere in Asia. 
It appears that they also saw the reformation of Buddhism in other Asian countries 
and overseas proselytization as being one in the same. In order to make this ideal 
a reality, they aimed to create religious alliances with Buddhist countries, have 
Japan—which they saw as the leader of the East—play the role of awakener to 
revitalize Buddhism in them, and spread Buddhism’s religious truth to Western 
countries. In this way it can be seen that the association carried on and further 
developed the activities engaged in by the Buddhist Propagation Society during the 
late 1880s and 1890s.

22. The Wayūkai was founded by young Sōtō sect priests who belonged to the Sōtōshu 
Daigakurin 曹洞宗大学林 (Sōtō Sect Theological University), Sōtōshū Chūtō Gakurin 
高等中学林  (Sōtō Sect Theological Middle School), and Testugakukan 哲学館 
(Philosophy Academy) in 1893 (Meiji 26).
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2-4. The miniature World's Parliament of Religions 
at Takanawa Bukkyō University

While speech meetings had been periodically held at Takanawa Bukkyō 
University, they became frequent after the launch of the International Buddhist 
Young Men’s Association. Buddhists from overseas and people from other religions 
were invited to give talks.

In October 1902, the Christian Uchimura Kanzō 内村鑑三 (1861-1930) gave a 
talk at a speech meeting held at the conference of Takanawa Bukkyō University's 
Student Association (gakuyūkai 学友会). It was the first time that he had done so at 
a Buddhist school. He stated the following:

If I think about it, while I frequently ascend the speaker's platform, I have not yet 
done so at a Buddhist school. ... While Buddhists are Buddhists and Christians are 
Christians, this does not mean they should fight, pointing to the other's faults and 
attacking each other, saying, “your religion is a false religion, a lie!” Of course, if we 
are true religious people, we must have a considerable amount of respect for each 
other. If we similarly respect each other as believers in truth, then at that moment 
Buddhism and Christianity will be in agreement. 23

In his talk, Uchimura discussed commonalities between Buddhism and Christianity 
from the perspective of religious truth and belief, rejecting exclusivist views of 
religion. He also brought up the issue of the conflict between religion and science, 
arguing that religious people should not reject modern science but rather examine 
the relationship between science and religion. Furthermore, Uchimura touched 
upon the “Clash Between Education and Religion” (kyōiku to shūkyō no shōtotsu 教
育と宗教の衝突) debate that had occurred between him and Inoue Tetsujirō 井上哲

次郎. He criticized Inoue, who gave priority to the state over religion, as the “great 
enemy of religious people,” which was greeted by university teachers and students 
with considerable applause. Then, he stated that if one has belief, there is no need 
for the state's protection in order to spread Buddhism, which also led to cheers and 
applause from the floor.24 This reflects the unique position of Takanawa Bukkyō 
University.

After Uchimura's presentation, the Indian religious figures Puran Singh 
and Swami Rama gave talks in English, and in closing Murakami Senshō took 
the podium to give a presentation entitled “The Difference Between Ethics and 
Religion” (Rinri to shūkyō no idō 倫理と宗教の異同). Presenters freely commented 

23. Uchimura 1902.
24. Ibid.
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on the content of each other's speeches. Those invited to this speech meeting 
included students from other universities in Tokyo, the American Theosophist 
Fischer, Letitia Jephson, Dhammaloka, the Indian religious figures Damodar 
and Singh, and so on. Participants engaged in so-called inter-religious dialogue, 
which took a form that could be described as a miniature World's Parliament of 
Religions.25

Ever since the World's Parliament of Religions26 was held in 1893 (Meiji 26), 
Hanseikai members had argued for the necessity of dialogue between religions, and 
they proposed to hold the second World's Parliament of Religions in Japan during 
the 1903 (Meiji 36) Osaka World Fair.27 At Takanawa Bukkyō University, Sakurai 
Gichō and others from the Hanseikai were in the process of making this happen.

In Takanawa Bukkyō University's Takanawa Gakuhō 高輪学報 (Takanawa 
School Bulletin), there were many articles by Honganji branch missionaries 
introducing religious conditions overseas and discussing of the nature of “religion.” 
It can be seen that they were trying to objectively understand Buddhism and 
Christianity in terms of the Western concept of religion (which took root in 
Japan from the Meiji period onwards) while being influenced by new research in 
comparative religion. This speech meeting symbolized the issues they cared about.

3. The closing of Takanawa Bukkyō University

At Futsū Kyōkō, both priests and laypeople received a progressive education 
that incorporated secular subjects so that they could handle a new era of Western 
civilization.28 Hanseikai and the Buddhist Propagation Society were a reflection 
of this school's academic environment. Their members were young Buddhists 
with reformist attitudes. Furthermore, the branch’s response to laypeople’s wish 
to receive an education (as well as reformist ideas regarding role of laypeople in its 
institution) inevitably made Futsū Kyōkō become a hub for its progressive faction.29 
However, within the branch there were negative opinions regarding this acceptance 
of laypeople and emphasis on secular subjects. In the third year after the school's 
founding, the conflict between the branch's so-called progressive and conservative 
factions came to the fore. Similar conflicts occurred at the Bungakuryō, which had 

25. Yoshinaga 2013.
26. For details on developments in the Honganji branch relating to the Chicago World’s 

Parliament of Religions, see Dake 2011.
27. See “Shasetsu” 1896.
28. Tanigawa 2008.
29. Nakanishi 2016 discusses this conf lict between the branch’s progressive and 

conservative factions at the Bungakuryō, as well as Nakanishi Ushio’s and others 
writings on reforming Buddhist religious institutions.
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30. Honganji Shiryō Kenkyūsho 1969: 325.
31. For details on the efforts to stop the closing of Takanawa Bukkyō University, see Mōri 

1974 and Tatsudani 2005.

inherited the Futsū Kyōkō’s approach. Similarly, due to yet another conflict between 
these factions, Takanawa Bukkyō University was also driven to close just over two 
years after its opening. Here, I will examine the circumstances which led to its 
closing as well as the response of the school’s faculty.

In 1903 (Meiji 36), the twenty-first Nishi Honganji abbot Ōtani Kōson 
(Myōnyo) passed away, and Ōtani Kōzui 大谷光瑞 (Kyōnyo 鏡如) became the 
twenty-second abbot. In March of the same year, the latter returned from his survey 
of Buddhist sites (the first Ōtani Expedition), and in June released “Kyōgaku hōshin 
ni kansuru shinji” 教学方針に関する親示 (Abbot’s Instructions Regarding Academic 
Policy). Then, in October a meeting of the Academic House of Councilors was 
held at Nishi Honganji, at which the “Gakusei kōkai hōshin an” 学制更改方針

案 (Proposal Regarding Approach to Reforming the Educational System) was 
submitted. This eleven-article document proposed that the branch’s schools be split 
into daigakurin 大学林 (university seminaries) and chūgakuryō 中学寮 (middle school 
seminaries) and focus on sectarian studies research, that secular subjects be left to 
non-religious schools, and that a dormitory system be adopted to provide a moral 
education.30 This was also a way of cracking down on Takanawa Bukkyō University, 
which had avoided interference by branch headquarters while receiving its support 
and begun to develop in an independent fashion. For some time, particularly 
the conservative faction within the branch’s institution had been critical of an 
educational approach that emphasized secular subjects as well as moving branch 
schools to Tokyo. It appears that the death of Ōtani Kōson, who had supported 
these moves to the capital, brought to the fore the entire conflict between the two 
factions.

In response to these developments, Takanawa Bukkyō University faculty 
distributed a pamphlet entitled Kyōgaku shiken 教学私見 (A Personal View on 
Academics) to the branch headquarters and its House of Councilors, harshly 
criticizing its revivalist approach to education and asserting that a “new Buddhist” 
education was necessary that incorporates secular subjects in order to adapt to the 
era.31 On the other hand, individuals at the branch headquarters, thinking that the 
faculty published tens of thousands of copies of the pamphlet to attack them, went 
into an uproar. The headquarters immediately held a special religious court at the 
Honganji Tsukiji Betsuin 本願寺築地別院 in Tokyo, where the university’s teachers 
were questioned. While it appears that very few copies of Kyōgaku shiken were 
printed, twenty staff and faculty, including Takakusu Junjirō, Sakurai Gichō, and 
Umehara Tōru were punished with a reprimand.
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Around this time, an article appeared by an author using the pen name Shin 
Bukkyō-ko 『新仏教』子 in Shin Bukkyō (40:11 [11/01/1903]) entitled “Bukkyōkai 
tōkon no kyōiku mondai: honpa honganji no funsō ni tsuite” 仏教界当今の教育問

題―本派本願寺の紛争に就いて― (The Current Education Problem in the Buddhist 
World: Honpa Honganji ’s Conf lict) that described the conf lict between the 
headquarters’ conservative faction and Takanawa Bukkyō University. Therein the 
author states,

The conf lict between new and old thought is a phenomenon that cannot be 
avoided in a time of transition. While the power of new thought has already been 
established, it is unavoidable that flooding and ebbing old thought sometimes cause 
small waves. The education issue of Honpa Honganji that is now in the public 
discourse is an example of this. Higashi and Nishi Honganji were the first in the 
Buddhist world to complete their educational system and work to cultivate human 
resources so that people would be well informed. ... We think that at this point 
there are many things in the Honganjis’ previous measures that could contribute 
to the world of education. Despite this, why is Honpa Honganji trying to break 
their system on a fundamental level and return to the old education of the seminary 
[gakuryō 学寮] era?32

Here the author describes the clash over the branch’s academic approach as a 
conflict between new thought (new Buddhism) and old thought (old Buddhism). 
Furthermore, he notes that despite the Honganjis having introduced a modern 
educational system earlier than others in the Buddhist world, Honpa Honganji 
is trying to revert to old education like that practiced at early modern seminaries. 
Regarding the educational approach of a Nishi Honganji that was trying to 
eliminate secular subjects, the author adopts a position defensive of Takanawa 
Bukkyō University: “We advise Honganji that this shallow seminary proposal 
should be withdrawn for the sake of Honpa young Buddhists who are trying 
to adapt to a new era, for the own benefit of Honganji, as well as, more widely 
speaking, so it does not interfere with the development of new thought. We 
recommend to the branch’s assembly members that for the reputation of your 
branch and the benefit of Buddhism overall that this kind of ridiculous proposal be 
entirely rejected and you not invite the laugher of society.”33 

Subsequently at the Honganji branch’s twentieth-eighth regular assembly 
(held from October 30th to November 14th, 1903), a 1904 (Meiji 37) financial 
year budget was passed that included reductions in academic expenses, which for 
all practical purposes meant that Takanawa Bukkyō University would be closed. 

32. Shin Bukkyō-ko 1903.
33. Ibid.
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In response the faculty and staff of the university started a movement opposing 
its closure, and formed the Shinshū Honpa Seinen Dōshikai 真宗本派青年同志会 
(Association of Like-Minded Youth from Shin Sect Honpa [Honganji]). Through 
the publication of its organ Kyōkai jiji 教界時事 (Current Affairs of the Religious 
World) and speeches, they harshly criticized the headquarters’ conservative 
approach to academics and highlighted the necessity of a new Buddhist education. 
Tatsudani Akio states that this association was the organizational form of the turn 
of the 20th century Nishi Honganji institutional reform movement that was led by 
a progressive faction centered on Takanawa Bukkyō University, as well as that its 
organ was Kyōkai jiji.34

However, their activities were in vain: in April of 1904 (Meiji 37), Takanawa 
Bukkyō University was closed and merged with Bukkyō University in Kyoto. On 
grounds such as having “gone around to various places to give public speeches, 
thereby interfering with the branch’s administrative operations,” eight Takanawa 
Bukkyō University teachers (including Maeda Eun, Sakō Egan, and Umehara Tōru) 
were punished by the headquarters by depriving them of their priestly status (albeit 
only temporarily).35 Due to this Sakurai Gichō was forced to resign as the head 
editor of Chūō kōron and ousted from the magazine.

In this way, teachers involved in the movement opposing the university’s closing 
were punished, and this also had an influence on their other activities.36 No other 
issues of the International Buddhist Young Men’s Association’s bulletin were 
published after its second one was released in October 1903 (Meiji 36), perhaps due 
to the intensification of the university’s conflict with the branch’s headquarters. I am 
unaware of any materials that document the subsequent activities of the association. 
It appears that the association ceased to exist due to the loss of its base and a 
unifying force.

34. Tatsudani 2006.
35. Maeda Eun, Sakō Egan, Yoshimura Kakudō 芳村格道, Gojō Emō, Umehara Tōru, 

Sugase Hōei 菅瀬芳英, Izumi Dōyū 泉道雄, and Kitamura Kyōgon 北村教厳 were 
deprived of their priestly status.

36. Takakusu Junjirō and others had established Chūō Shōgyō School (Chūō Shōgyō 
Gakkō 中央商業学校; the predecessor of Chūō Gakuin University / Chūō Gakuin 
Daigaku 中央学院大学) in Tokyo in 1900 (Meiji 33) with the support of Ōtani Kōson 
(Myōnyo). Takakusu Junjirō served as its head, and Takanawa Bukkyō University 
faculty like Sakurai Gichō and Umehara Tōru also worked as teachers. It appears 
that out of a sense of crisis arising from the worry that the school would be forced due 
close due to the problems surrounding the university, Takakusu and his colleagues 
desperately worked to protect the school, and thus no longer paid attention to the 
International Buddhist Young Men's Association’s activities (Chūō Gakuin Rokujū 
Nenshi Hensan Iinkai 1963: 46-52).
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Conclusion

The Buddhist Propagation Society, formed at Kyoto’s Futsū Kyōkō in 1887, 
worked to internationalize Buddhism using the journal medium, such as one of 
the first English-language Buddhist journals The Bijou of Asia and Kaigai Bukkyō 
jijō. The International Buddhist Young Men’s Association that was launched at 
Takanawa Bukkyō University picked up where the Buddhist Propagation Society 
left off. Around the turn of the 20th century Hanseikai’s headquarters moved to 
Tokyo, and many of its members went along with it. Takanawa Bukkyō University 
was then established, inheriting the academic tradition of Futsū Kyōkō. In this 
way, the hub of Hanseikai members’ activities moved from Kyoto to Tokyo. After 
the International Buddhist Young Men's Association was formed, it was led by 
Takakusu Junjirō, Sakurai Gichō, Umehara Tōru, and other Takanawa Bukkyō 
University faculty who had been involved in the launch of the Buddhist Propagation 
Society and Hanseikai. This association transcended sectarian boundaries to 
accept influential figures in the Buddhist world as members, such as Watanabe 
Kaigyoku, Murakami Senshō, Chikazumi Jōkan, Paul Caurus, and Dharmapala. 
It also joined forces with other Buddhist youth associations both in Japan and 
overseas, expanding its membership to cover the United States, France, Australia, 
India, China, Burma, and so on. While there was considerable momentum towards 
international exchange and cooperation between young Buddhists, Takanawa 
Bukkyō University was forced to close due to a conf lict between the branch’s 
progressive faction and conservative faction, and it appears that with the association 
having been centered around the university's faculty, its activities came to a halt.

On the other hand, it should also be highlighted that a religion conference was 
held at the university that included religious figures from both Japan and overseas 
such as Uchimura Kanzō and Dhammaloka. The Hanseikai both asserted the 
need for interreligious dialogue, and proposed that a second World’s Parliament of 
Religions be held in Japan at the same time as the Osaka World’s Fair in 1903. At 
Takanawa Bukkyō University Sakurai Gichō and other Hanseikai members were 
trying to make this a reality. According to Brian Bocking, there is the possibility 
that Dhammaloka came to Japan after hearing a rumor that the second World's 
Parliament of Religions was going to be held there.37 In the background to this lay 
the Eastern Parliament of Religions that Okakura Tenshin had been planning.38 

37. Bocking 2010. A number of monks from India heard the same rumor and came 
to Japan around this time (Tokyō Asahi Shinbun 東京朝日新聞 [Tokyo Asahi 
Newspaper], December 2nd, 1902 [Meiji 35]).

38. Please see Okamoto Yoshiko’s paper in this issue.
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The connection between these developments and the efforts at Takanawa Bukkyō 
University should be further explored when elucidating the international Buddhist 
network that formed in Japan at the turn of the twentieth century. 
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